Risk Adjustment
Drive Revenue Integrity across Government
and Commercial lines of business

Introduction

Why Edifecs?

New market opportunities are flourishing for health plans.

•
•

Between the advent of the Marketplace, managed Medicaid
expansion, increasing Medicare Advantage rosters, and growing
Dual Eligible programs, health plans have unprecedented
opportunities to expand their market footprint. In fact, Medicare

•
•

Advantage rosters grew by 41% in 2014 alone.
Yet with opportunity comes challenges. And potential pitfalls that

Powerful, precise and actionable analytics
Transparent business intelligence, visualization and
reporting tools
Dynamic Intervention planning methodology
Integration with Edifecs Encounter Management for
seamless submission, acknowledgement processing
and reconciliation for all encounters (including Edge
Server submissions)

can expose health plans to greater levels of risk and potential
revenue loss. Risk adjustment programs across lines of business
are not created equal. Health plans that attempt to use the ‘one
size fits all’ approach to managing risk adjustment across lines of
business may exacerbate the risk of revenue loss.
To mitigate risk and heighten revenue assurance, health plans

Capabilities
Edifecs Risk Adjustment provides cutting edge technology
to deliver a complete risk adjustment solution that
maximizes revenue integrity, reduces administrative and it
costs, and decreases financial and operational risks.

must seek a risk adjustment solution based on a comprehensive understanding of each of these complex programs. Such a

•

solution will ensure that the risk adjustment challenges of each
program are addressed through actionable analytics and intelli-

member and provider characteristics
•

gence in order to maximize revenue integrity. Edifecs Risk Adjustment delivers a best-in-class healthcare analytics-based solution

Dynamic intervention planning methodology prevents
wasteful expenditure on ineffective interventions

•

enabling health plans to successfully manage risk adjustment
programs and drive revenue assurance.

Powerful and precise analytics provide greater insight into

Transparent business intelligence, visualization and
reporting tools streamline real time access to data

•

Actionable program analytics are designed to close coding
and care gaps

•

Integration with Edifecs Encounter Lifecycle Manager
ensures seamless encounter data submission, acknowledgement processing and reconciliation
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Edifecs Risk Adjustment ensures that health plans can
successfully manage risk adjustment programs across all
government and commercial lines of business including Dual
Eligible programs and the Marketplace (via the Edge Server).

Benefits

Supporting Features

Enhanced revenue accuracy

•

Precise analytics to target providers and members for more timely
and impactful interventions avoiding wasteful expenditures

Reduced IT and administrative
complexity and costs

•

Visibility, real time reporting and access to data eliminating the
need to maintain multiple reporting databases and resources, thus
reducing IT impact

Enhanced visibility into the
lifecycle of a member’s claim
data

•

Integrated with Edifecs Encounter Management to provide end-toend tracking and visibility into claims and chart review data

Improved risk-score and
payment visibility

•

Integrated dashboards provide real-time views into risk scores,
forecasted payments and payment transfers

Edifecs Inc. is a global healthcare software company committed to improving outcomes, reducing costs, and elevating value of
healthcare for everyone. Edifecs delivers the industry’s premier IT partnership platform to providers, insurers, pharmacy benefit
management companies, and other trading partners. By mobilizing its leading solutions at the front end of the healthcare information
pipeline, Edifecs provides a unified platform for partners to flexibly pilot and scale new initiatives using their existing enterprise
system. Since 1996, hundreds of healthcare customers have relied on Edifecs partnership solutions to future-proof their leading
initiatives in the midst of a dynamic healthcare landscape. Edifecs is based in Bellevue, WA, with operations internationally. Learn
more about us at edifecs.com.
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